Abstract. In this paper we discuss Sobolev bounds on functions that vanish at scattered points in a bounded, Lipschitz domain that satisfies a uniform interior cone condition. The Sobolev spaces involved may have fractional as well as integer order. We then apply these results to obtain estimates for continuous and discrete least squares surface fits via radial basis functions (RBFs). These estimates include situations in which the target function does not belong to the native space of the RBF.
Introduction
The problem of effectively representing an underlying function based on its values sampled at finitely many distinct scattered sites X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } lying in a compact region Ω ⊂ R n is important and arises in many applications-neural networks, computer aided geometric design, and gridless methods for solving partial differential equations, to name a few.
There are two main ways of dealing with this problem: interpolation of the data or least squares approximation of the data. In both cases one assumes the data is generated by a function f belonging to a classical Sobolev space, W k p (Ω). One next needs to select an interpolating or approximating subspace of functions. One choice is to use multivariate splines or finite elements. In this approach, one needs to decompose Ω into a number of subregions and interpolate or approximate by multivariate polynomials on each subregion. One then sews together the pieces in a smooth way to construct the representing surface. This is, in R n with n ≥ 3, a nontrivial task.
Another approach, which will be the focus of this paper, is to use radial basis functions (RBFs). An RBF is a radial function Φ(x) = φ(|x|) that is either positive definite or conditionally positive definite on R n . Interpolants for multivariate functions sampled at scattered sites are constructed from translates of RBFs with the possible addition of a polynomial term.
It was Duchon [5] who introduced a type of RBF, the thin-plate spline, which he constructed via a variational technique similar to those used to obtain ordinary splines. The error analysis he provided for thin-plate splines involved reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) methods and applied to both interpolation and least squares approximation. Subsequently, the theory of RBF interpolation evolved with seminal contributions from Micchelli [9] , who introduced a wide class of functions for which interpolation of scattered data was always possible, and Madych and Nelson [6, 7] , who obtained L ∞ error estimates for RBF interpolation. Least squares approximation by RBFs was treated by de Boor, DeVore and Ron [3, 12] in the case where the underlying domain was R n and the approximating subspace had "centers" at the scaled lattice points. In particular, the theory of least squares approximation on a compact set Ω for scattered data has not gone beyond the initial work of Duchon. In this paper we seek to extend the work of Duchon in several directions. The original work of Duchon dealt with the globally supported thin-plate splines. The natural spaces to deal with in that setting were the integer-order Sobolev spaces (or the Beppo-Levi spaces which are Sobolev semi-normed spaces). One of the goals of this paper is to obtain similar results for the locally supported Wendland functions [15] in their natural setting of fractional order Sobolev spaces. Another aim of this paper is to extend the least squares setting estimates to functions which lie outside the RKHS as has been recently done for the case of interpolation [10] .
Recall that the original Duchon estimates applied to the continuous least squares setting only. That is, one approximated functions that were defined on all of Ω. We will obtain discrete least squares estimates where it is assumed the function belongs to an appropriate Sobolev space W k 2 (Ω) but is only known on a discrete subset X. These results are the first of their kind.
Finally we wish to provide an "intrinsic proof" of all these results which relies on basic principles.
Central to our approach will be a theorem which gives very precise Sobolev norm estimates for functions having many zeros in a domain Ω. Note that the interpolation error function is an example of a function having many zeros. This same concept will be important in establishing the least squares error estimates as well. In general, we believe this theorem has applications outside the realm of RBFs. In particular, a variant of the theorem below can be used to extend to more general domains some of the interpolation error estimates found in [1, Sec. 4.4] . More precisely, the following will be established in the R n setting. 
We illustrate the above in two different cases. Probably the most prominent situation is illustrated by classical univariate splines. For example, natural cubic spline interpolants are known to minimize
The second example deals with multivariate radial basis function interpolation. In our framework the error estimates fall into two parts. Theorem 1.1 gives estimates on the interpolation error. Moreover, it is well known that radial basis function interpolants are also best approximants in certain associated reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. Hence, if such a space coincides with an appropriate Sobolev space, the (semi-)norm of the interpolant can be bounded by the (semi-)norm of the target function.
Our new approach offers a new paradigm for radial basis function interpolation error estimates, where estimates on functions with a large zero set replaces the power function approach.
The outline of the paper proceeds as follows. The remainder of this section will include the notation and terminology critical for the rest of the paper. In Section 2, the central results concerning Sobolev norm estimates of functions having many zeros will be obtained. In particular it will be shown that compact domains which satisfy an interior cone condition may be decomposed into smaller regions which are star-shaped with respect to a ball. The Sobolev estimates will then be obtained for these smaller regions and then will be pieced together to obtain similar results for the larger region. In Section 3, the results of the previous section will then be applied to both the continuous and discrete least squares approximation problem to derive error estimates for the case of radial basis functions.
1.1. Notation. We will need to work with a variety of Sobolev spaces. The definitions used here follow those used by Brenner and Scott [1] . Let Ω ⊂ R n be a domain. For k ≥ 0, k ∈ Z, and 1 ≤ p < ∞, we define the Sobolev spaces
Associated with these spaces are the (semi-)norms
The case p = ∞ is defined in the obvious way:
For fractional order Sobolev spaces, we use the norms below. Let 1 ≤ p < ∞, k ≥ 0, k ∈ Z, and let 0 < s < 1. We define the fractional order Sobolev spaces W k+s p
(Ω) to be all u for which the norms below are finite.
Let X := {x 1 , . . . , x N } be a finite, discrete subset of Ω, which we now assume to be bounded. There are three quantities that we associate with X: the separation radius, the mesh norm or fill distance, and the mesh ratio. Respectively, these are given by
Here, | · | denotes the Euclidean distance on R n . The first is half the smallest distance between points in X, the second measures the maximum distance a point in Ω can be from any point in X, and the final quantity, the mesh ratio, measures to what extent points in X uniformly cover Ω. Frequently, when the set Ω or X is understood, we will drop subscripts and write h X or h. Other notation will be introduced along the way.
Bounds for functions with scattered zeros
In this section we obtain Sobolev bounds on functions with scattered zeros in a bounded Lipschitz domain Ω that satisfies a uniform interior cone condition. This is done in two main steps. We first obtain results for a special class of domains that are star-shaped with respect to balls. We then use a decomposition of Ω into such domains to obtain the general results.
2.1. Domains star-shaped with respect to a ball. We will first obtain our bounds for a special class of domains. Following Brenner and Scott [1, Chapter 4], we will say that a domain D is star-shaped with respect to a ball B(x c , r) := {x ∈ R n : |x − x c | < r} if for every x ∈ D, the closed convex hull of {x} ∪ B is contained in D.
We will deal only with bounded domains. Thus, there will be a ball This parameter comes up in various estimates and it is useful to note that it can be bounded above; namely, we have
Finally, such domains satisfy a simple, interior cone condition, which we now describe.
Proposition 2.1. If D is bounded, star-shaped with respect to B(x c , r) and contained in B(x c , R), then every x ∈ D is the vertex of a cone C ⊂ D having radius
r and angle θ = 2 arcsin r 2R .
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Proof. It is easy to check that when x ∈ B(x c , r), the condition is satisfied if the central axis of the cone is directed along a diameter of the ball x ∈ B(x c , r). If x is outside of that ball, then consider the convex hull of x and the intersection of the sphere S(x, |x − x c |) = {y ∈ R n : |y − x| = |x c − x|} with B(x c , r). This is a cone, and, because D is star-shaped with respect to B(x c , r), it is contained in D. Its radius is the distance from x to x c . To find its angle θ, consider a triangle formed by x, x c , and any point on y in the intersection of S(x, |x − x c |) and the sphere S(x c , r). This is any isosceles triangle, since |x c − x| = |y − x|. The angle ∠x c xy = θ; the side opposite this angle has length r. A little trigonometry then gives us that |x c − x| sin( Throughout the remainder of this section, D, r, R, γ, θ, and x c are related in the way described above.
A Bernstein inequality.
What we want to do next is to prove a Bernstein inequality for polynomials restricted to D. Let p ∈ π (R n ) and assume that ∇p is not identically zero. The maximum of |∇p(x)| over D occurs at some point We may adjust the sign of p so that η · ξ ≥ 0. By looking at the intersection of the cone C with a plane containing ξ and η, we see that there is a unit vector ζ pointing into the cone and satisfying η · ζ ≥ cos(π/2 − θ) = sin(θ). It follows that
On the other hand, for t ∈ R,p(t) := p(x M + tζ) is in π (R). In particular, it obeys the usual Bernstein inequality on 0 ≤ t ≤ r:
.
Noting that | ∂p ∂xj | ≤ |∇p(x)| and keeping track of polynomial degrees as we differentiate, we arrive at the following result. 
Proposition 2.2. With the notation and assumptions of Proposition 2.1, if p ∈ π (R n ) and if α is a multi-index for which |α| ≤ , then
Proof. Remark 2.4. The result derived in [17] is stated with h taken to be the mesh norm of X relative to D. In fact, in the proof of the result, h is only required to satisfy the condition that every ball B(x, h) ⊂ D contains at least one point in X, rather than being the mesh norm. This will be useful later.
Approximation with averaged Taylor polynomials. In [1, Chapter 4], Brenner and Scott discuss approximating a function
In this section, we briefly summarize their discussion and extend some of their results.
The averaged Taylor polynomials are defined as follows. Let B ρ be a ball relative to which D is star-shaped and having radius ρ ≥ 1 2 ρ max , the largest radius of a ball relative to which D is star-shaped. In particular, we have d D /ρ ≤ 2γ, where γ is the chunkiness parameter. The averaged Taylor polynomials are then given by
Here φ(y) ≥ 0 is a C ∞ "bump" function supported on B ρ and satisfying both
Bρ φ(y)dy = 1 and max φ ≤ Cρ −n , where C = C n . Finally, the remainder R k u is defined by
The following result provides a bound on R k u.
Proof. See Brenner and Scott [1, Proposition 4.3.2] . We remark that we have tracked down and made explicit the dependence on γ and k of the constant C k,n,γ,p used in [1] . In the process, we employed the identity |α|=k
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To deal with fractional Sobolev spaces, we need a version of the previous result that applies when u belongs to W k+s p (D), where 0 < s < 1. We begin with this lemma.
Proof. We begin by noting that if
By the triangle inequality and Proposition 2.5, we obtain
The second of the two terms can be estimated as follows. First, from the definition of Q k , the fact that max φ ≤ Cρ −n , and the identity |α|=k
Applying Hölder's inequality to the integral above, we see that
. Combining these inequalities and using d D /ρ ≤ 2γ, we arrive at the estimate
Obviously, γ n/p ≤ (1 + γ) n . Consequently, putting the inequality above together with (5) yields (4).
Proof. The case s = 1 is a consequence of Proposition 2.5, so we may assume that s < 1. Let P = Q k+1 u and note that P ∈ π k (R n ). The identity,
which is found in [1, Proposition 4.1.17], holds for |β| ≤ m − 1. In particular, if we take β = α, |α| = k and m = k + 1, then we have
which is of course a constant. Since Bρ φ(y)dy = 1, we note that
From this, a simple manipulation, bounds on φ and |x − y| ≤ d D , and Hölder's inequality, it follows that
Raise both sides to the power p. Integrate in x over D and sum over all |α| = k. The result is
The double integral on the right is just |u|
. Again using d D /ρ ≤ 2γ and taking the p th root of both sides, we obtain
Applying Lemma 2.6 yields the result.
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 2.7, the identity (7), and the inequality
One can use function-space interpolation theory to prove Proposition 2.7 and Corollary 2.8. Indeed, the proofs are somewhat simpler. There is a difficulty in doing this, however. The fractional Sobolev norms then also must come from interpolation of integer Sobolev spaces. While these are known to be equivalent to the intrinsic fractional norms we employ here, determining the dependence of the equivalence constants on the parameters of D is problematic.
Sobolev bounds for functions with scattered zeros in D.
We are now ready to establish Sobolev bounds for functions with scattered zeros in D. Suppose that X ⊂ D is finite and has a mesh norm h satisfying the conditions in Proposition 2.3. In addition, with 0 < s ≤ 1, suppose that u ∈ W k+s p (D) satisfies u| X = 0, where
. By Proposition 2.3, with = k, we thus have for each x ∈ D,
and hence that
where the last step follows from Proposition 2.7. Next, let α be a multi-index satisfying k > |α| + n/p, or p = 1 and k ≥ |α| + n. From Corollary 2.8, the previous inequality, and the triangle inequality, we have
, and so we have that
Collecting coefficients in this expression and simplifying, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 2.9. Let k be a positive integer, 1 ≤ p < ∞, 0 < s ≤ 1, and let α be a multi-index satisfying
where 
Corollary 2.10. Let 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞. With the notation and assumptions of Proposition 2.9, we have
|u| W |α| q (D) ≤ C k,n,p,q,|α| csc 2|α|+n(1+1/p) (θ/2)d k+s−|α|+n( 1 q − 1 p ) D |u| W k+s p (D) .= O(|α| n−1 ) and vol(D) < C n d n D , we find that |u| W |α| q (D) ≤ |α| + n − 1 n − 1 1/q vol(D) 1/q max |β|=|α| D β u L∞(D) ≤ C n,q,|α| d n/q D max |β|=|α| D β u L∞(D) ≤ C k,n,p,q,|α| csc 2|α|+n(1+1/p) (θ/2)d k+s−|α|+n( 1 q − 1 p ) D |u| W k+s p (D) .
Lipschitz domains obeying a cone condition.
We will now treat a domain Ω ⊂ R n that is bounded, has a Lipschitz boundary, and satisfies an interior cone condition, where the cone has a maximum radius R 0 and angle ϕ. Of course, the cone condition will be obeyed if we use any radius 0 < R ≤ R 0 .
To begin, we need to cover Ω with domains that are star-shaped with respect to a ball. We will employ a construction due to Duchon [5] . Let
and 
C x ⊂ B(t, R) ∩ Ω. Moreover, the closed convex hull of {x} ∪ B(t, r) is contained in
Instead of fixing x, we now fix t ∈ T r . Let D t be the set of all x ∈ Ω such that the closed convex hull of {x} ∪ B(t, r) is contained in Ω ∩ B(t, R). By construction, each D t is star-shaped with respect to B(t, r). What we have shown above is that every x ∈ Ω is in some D t , so Ω ⊂ t∈Tr D t . Of course, it is also true that D t ⊂ Ω, so in fact we have that Ω = t∈Tr D t .
This implies several useful geometric facts. We have that the diameter of D t satisfies d Dt < 2R and that the angle of the cone θ in Proposition 2.1 is related to ϕ via θ = 2 arcsin( r 2R ) = 2 arcsin( sin(ϕ) 4(1+sin(ϕ)) ). Also, we have that #T r , the cardinality of T r , satisfies #T r < vol(Ω)/vol(B(t, r)) ≤ C Ω,n,ϕ R −n . There is one more thing that we need. Let χ S denote the characteristic function of a set S.
, there is a constant M 1 , which may be taken as
We summarize these remarks below.
Lemma 2.11. With the notation introduced above, we have the following:
(
1) Each D t is star-shaped with respect to the ball B(t, r) and satisfies B(t, r) ⊆ D t ⊆ Ω ∩ B(t, R), d
Dt < 2R, and θ = 2 arcsin(
Sobolev bounds for functions with scattered zeros in Ω.
We are now ready to obtain Sobolev bounds for functions having zeros at a finite subset X ⊂ Ω, where we let h = h X,Ω be the mesh norm of X in Ω. We will assume that h satisfies the following condition:
We note that θ = 2 arcsin(
4(1+sin(ϕ)) ), so that Q only depends on ϕ. If this assumption holds, then we can take R = (Ω) satisfies u| X = 0, then
where (x) + = x if x ≥ 0 and is 0 otherwise.
Proof. The case q = ∞ follows from Proposition 2.9 and the decomposition given in Lemma 2.11, Ω = t∈Tr D t . Thus, we will assume 1 ≤ q < ∞. For such q, the decomposition Ω = t∈Tr D t implies that we have
where #T r is the cardinality of T r and where the last bound follows from standard inequalities relating p and q norms on finite dimensional spaces. Next, by this inequality and Corollary 2.10, where we use 
Putting these two inequalities together yields
Now, by part (2) of Lemma 2.11 and R = k 2 h/Q(ϕ), we see that #T r < Ch −n . Inserting this in the inequality above gives us
the previous inequality yields (10).
Sobolev bounds on discrete q norms.
In practical situations, bounds on continuous norms, such as those we have investigated above, are less important than bounds on discrete norms. Our aim here is to obtain estimates similar to those in Theorem 2.12, again for u|X = 0, but with continuous norms replaced by the discrete ones that we now define.
Let Y = {y 1 , . . . , y M } be a finite subset of Ω, and denote its separation radius by q Y , its mesh norm by h Y , and its mesh ratio by
(Note that q is not the same quantity as q Y .) For a continuous function u defined on Ω, define the norm q (Y ) by
As before, we also define q (Y )-derivative norms when u is in C k (Ω) and 1 ≤ q < ∞:
The q = ∞ norms are defined in the obvious way. We now state the analog of Theorem 2.12 for the discrete norms.
Theorem 2.13. Let k be a positive integer
and let α be a multi-index satisfying k > |α| + n/p, or p = 1 and k ≥ |α| + n. Also, let X ⊂ Ω be a discrete set with mesh norm h = h X satisfying (9) .
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where the discrete norm on the left above is defined in (12) . In particular, if
(Ω) . Proof. The q = ∞ case is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.12 and ρ Y ≥ 1. We therefore assume that q < ∞. Let D t be one of the star-shaped domains from the decomposition of Ω given in Lemma 2.11. From the L ∞ bound in Proposition 2.9, the conditions on D t in Lemma 2.11, and the fact that
. 
Recall from the previous section that we chose R = 
where C depends on n, p, q, ϕ, |α|. Sum over t ∈ T r on both sides. Since every y j ∈ Y is in at least one D t , we have . Also, recall that #T r < Ch −n . Using these bounds in our earlier inequality and dividing by M , we obtain
Summing over all multi-indices α of fixed length, simplifying the exponent of h, and suppressing constants, we arrive at
Our last task is to estimate M , the number of points in Y , from below. Since the mesh norm of Y relative to Ω is h Y , every x ∈ Ω is in one of the closed balls B(y j , h Y ), and so their union covers Ω. It follows that the number of such balls,
Insert this in (14) , simplify, and collect constants. Taking the q th root of both sides then completes the proof.
Least squares error estimates for RBFs
In this section, we will apply the estimates that we obtained in the previous section to obtain error estimates for both continuous and discrete least squares RBF surface fitting in a domain Ω in R n . We make the same assumptions on Ω as we did above; namely, Ω is bounded, has a Lipschitz boundary, and satisfies an interior cone condition, where again the cone is assumed to have a maximum radius R 0 and angle ϕ.
3.1. RBFs, native spaces, and least squares.
3.1.1. Positive definite RBFs. We will concentrate on radial basis functions Φ : R n → R that have a positive, algebraically decaying Fourier transform.
To be more precise, we assume that
where c 1 , c 2 > 0 are some constants and τ > n/2. In this case it is well known that the native space N Φ = N Φ (R n ) associated to Φ is the Sobolev space
and the native space norm
is obviously equivalent to the Sobolev norm
. Later on, we will also deal with the case of thin-plate splines. The details of treating them differ somewhat from the more usual RBF case above. So, even though their treatment is in fact easier, they will be handled separately. Until then, we assume that the RBF Φ has a Fourier transform Φ satisfying (15) .
As is well known, the great utility in RBFs is that for any finite subset X = {x 1 , . . . , x N } ⊂ R n and arbitrary complex numbers {d 1 , . . . , d N }, one can find a unique function v from the span of
In addition, interpolants satisfy a minimum principle. If f is in the native space N Φ and if we let the interpolant to f on X from V X,Φ be I X f , then
In particular, since we can take v = 0 on the left above, we also have
These observations lead to the following lemma, which we will need in the sequel. Since Ef = f on Ω and since the values of f | X uniquely determine the interpolant from V Φ,X , we have that I X Ef = I X f . Consequently, we obtain this chain of inequalities:
−1/2 E completes the proof.
We now employ this lemma and the results obtained in the previous section to derive bounds on f − I X f , in both continuous and discrete norms, for the case p = 2. 
min
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.12 to u = f − I X f , with p = 2. Using Lemma 3.1 then gives us (18). Since I X f ∈ V X,Φ , we also have that The case where the discrete norm is to be bounded, rather than the continuous one, can be dealt with in a similar way. is defined in (12) . Also, the discrete least squares error satisfies the bound,
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.13 to u = f − I X f . Using Lemma 3.1, with p = 2, then completes the proof. Again, because I X f ∈ V X,Φ , we have that (23) min
The estimate (22) then follows from the interpolation estimate (21) with |α| = 0 and q = 2.
We remark that in both cases the interpolant is a good approximation to the least squares fit. for n odd, x 2k−n 2 log x 2 for n even, where c n,k is a constant chosen so that Φ n,k is a fundamental solution of the iterated Laplacian. In terms of the distributional Fourier transform, this is equivalent to requiring that Φ n,k (ω) = ω −2k 2 , if ω = 0. The native space associated with Φ n,k is the Beppo-Levi space,
which is equipped with the semi-inner product
and induced semi-norm | · | BL k (R n ) . For Beppo-Levi spaces on Ω, similar definitions apply. Both the semi-norm | · | BL k (R n ) and | · | BL k (Ω) are equivalent to the corresponding Sobolev semi-norms of order k. An interpolant I X f , which is associated with Φ n,k and f | X from a continuous function f , includes a polynomial piece p ∈ π k−1 (R n ) as well as a linear combination of span{Φ n,k (x − x j )} N j=1 . That is, I X f is in V X,n,k = π k−1 (R n ) ⊕ span{Φ n,k (x − x j )} N j=1 . To insure that the interpolant exists, one must make the additional assumption that the finite set X ⊂ Ω is unisolvent for π k−1 (R n ). Under this assumption, the method reproduces polynomials in π k−1 (R n ). In addition, if f is in the native space
